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Determining elasticity from single polymer
dynamics†

Folarin Latinwoa and Charles M. Schroeder*abc

The ability to determine polymer elasticity and force–extension relations from polymer dynamics in flow

has been challenging, mainly due to difficulties in relating equilibrium properties such as free energy to

far-from-equilibrium processes. In this work, we determine polymer elasticity from the dynamic

properties of polymer chains in fluid flow using recent advances in statistical mechanics. In this way, we

obtain the force–extension relation for DNA from single molecule measurements of polymer dynamics

in flow without the need for optical tweezers or bead tethers. We further employ simulations to

demonstrate the practicality and applicability of this approach to the dynamics of complex fluids. We

investigate the effects of flow type on this analysis method, and we develop scaling laws to relate the

work relation to bulk polymer viscometric functions. Taken together, our results show that

nonequilibrium work relations can play a key role in the analysis of soft material dynamics.
1 Introduction

In recent years, polymeric materials have been studied using
single molecule techniques such as atomic force microscopy,
optical traps, magnetic tweezers, and uorescence micros-
copy.1–3 Single molecule force spectroscopy allows for direct
determination of the elastic force–extension relationships for
single proteins or polymers by applying external forces to
surface-tethered macromolecules.1 In addition, these methods
can be used to study the molecular response and corresponding
forces during the relaxation of stretched polymers to a coiled
state.4 However, these high-precision approaches require active
probes, complex instrumentation, and generally involve
measurements that are performed in the absence of uid ow.

Alternatively, polymer chains can be stretched and oriented
far from equilibrium using hydrodynamic ow,5–7 and well-
dened uid ows are easily generated in microuidic
devices.8–10 In this way, coupling single molecule uorescence
microscopy with microuidics allows for direct observation of
polymer dynamics in equilibrium and nonequilibrium condi-
tions. Single molecule uorescence microscopy has been used
to study the diffusion of dye-labeled polymers in free solution,11
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polymer dynamics under strong connement,3 and chain
stretching in hydrodynamic ows.2,8

Single polymer experiments have been complemented with
computer simulations to provide a particularly powerful
approach to study polymer rheology.12 In this way, equilib-
rium force–extension relations for single polymer chains are
generally taken to be ingredients (or given functions) for
stochastic simulation methods for polymers such as Brow-
nian dynamics (BD). In an alternative approach, Monte Carlo
simulations based on the GENERIC formalism have been
used to determine the nonequilibrium free energy and elas-
ticity for polymer chains in ow.13,14 Nevertheless, develop-
ment of new methods to determine equilibrium materials
properties such as polymer elasticity from nonequilibrium
ow dynamics, and in particular, methods that can be
interfaced with single molecule experiments and BD simula-
tions, is critically required.

Extracting equilibrium materials properties from nonequi-
librium polymer dynamics in ow is challenging because
hydrodynamic ow results in an energetically dissipative
process, which complicates free energy calculations. Recent
advances in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics via the Jar-
zynski equality (JE) have enabled determination of free energy
changes from nonequilibrium quantities such as work and
heat.15–17 In this article, we apply nonequilibrium work relations
to polymeric materials driven by external uid ows, which are
dynamic processes governed by dissipative forces. Using this
approach, we show that it is possible to determine polymer
elasticity from dynamic stretching trajectories of polymer
molecules in ow.

The Jarzynski equality allows the free energy change between
two states to be determined from nonequilibrium work
Soft Matter
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distributions acquired from repeated experiments for an arbi-
trary process:15

e�bDF ¼ he�bwi, (1)

where DF is the free energy change, w is the work, and b¼ 1/kBT
is the inverse Boltzmann temperature. Remarkably, the JE is
valid for arbitrary processes far from equilibrium, regardless of
the rate of the process. Initially, the JE was derived to determine
the free energy change DF between two equilibrium states.
However, it has been shown that the JE is valid for considering
nonequilibrium steady states and nonequilibrated states under
certain conditions.18–20

Over the past few years, nonequilibrium work relations have
been applied to a wide array of processes in molecular
biophysics, mainly using force spectroscopy via optical twee-
zers.17,21–23 Previous experimental21,22 and computational17

studies in this area have focused on the determination of free
energy landscapes of biological macromolecules (e.g. proteins
or RNA & DNA hairpins over submicron length scales) from
force–extension measurements. Importantly, additional studies
have assessed the validity of uctuation theorems in the pres-
ence of dissipative forces.24–26

In this work, we apply nonequilibrium work relations to
determine materials properties such as elasticity from polymer
dynamics in uid ows using a combination of simulations and
analysis of experimental stretching trajectories obtained from
single molecule uorescence microscopy, without the need for
bead-tethered probes or optical tweezers. First, we present and
establish the valid work expression for analyzing polymeric
materials driven by ow. We then show that elastic free energy
and force–extension relationships can be determined from the
work done in hydrodynamically driven, far from equilibrium
processes over micron length scales. Importantly, these results
are shown using both BD simulations of polymer chains and
experimental stretching trajectories from single polymer
dynamics. Finally, the present study mainly focuses on polymer
dynamics in vorticity-free ows without intramolecular hydro-
dynamic interactions. In a recent follow-up study, we show in
detail that this framework can be generalized to uid ows with
vorticity and under conditions in which intramolecular hydro-
dynamic interactions are important for determining polymer
dynamics.27
2 Methods
2.1 Brownian dynamics simulations

We used Brownian dynamics simulations of coarse-grained
bead-spring or bead-rod polymer chains in a variety of ow
elds.28–30 Polymer chains are modeled as coarse-grained bead-
spring chains, wherein each sub-portion of a polymer chain is
modeled as a bead, or center of hydrodynamic drag, connected
by N springs that represent the entropic elasticity of a polymer.
The contour length L of the polymer is given by L ¼ NK,sNbK,
where NK,s is the number of Kuhn steps per spring, N is the
number of springs, and bK is the Kuhn step size. In this model,
the number of beads in the bead-spring chain is Nb ¼ N + 1.
Soft Matter
Using this approach, a force balance on the polymer chain
leads to the stochastic differential equation:28

dxk ¼
"
uðxkÞ þ 1

kBT

XNb

j¼1

Dkj$Fj þ
XNb

j¼1

v

vxk

$Dkj

#
dt

þ
ffiffiffi
2

p Xk

j¼1

Bkj$dWj (2)

where u is the local unperturbed uid velocity and xk are bead
positions (corresponding to segments of the polymer chain). In
eqn (2), the non-hydrodynamic and non-Brownian forces are
given by F ¼ Fspr, which is the net entropic spring force on a
bead. The spring force is given by Fspr ¼ VU, where U is the
potential energy given by the entropic elasticity and dened
below. In this work, we consider a dumbbell model (Nb ¼ 2) and
multi-bead-spring models (Nb¼ 6, 10, 20, see ESI†). In addition,
D ¼ B$BT is the diffusion tensor, and B is the tensor of
weighting factors. Furthermore, B can be determined by a
Cholesky decomposition of the diffusion tensor D, and the
magnitude of the Brownian term including B is chosen to satisfy
the uctuation-dissipation theorem.28 In this way, dW is a
Wiener process and is chosen from a real-valued Gaussian
distribution of mean 0 and variance dt. For a semiexible
polymer chain modeled as a single-mode dumbbell, the
potential energy is given by the Marko–Siggia force expression:31

bU ¼ Llp
�1

�
1

2
z2 þ 1

4
ð1� zÞ�1 � 1

4
z

�
(3)

where lp ¼ bK/2 is the persistence length and the fractional
extension of the spring is given by z ¼ |x2 � x1|/L. The potential
energy U in eqn (3) can be obtained by integrating the scalar
Marko–Siggia force relation given as:

jFsprj ¼ kBT

bK

"
1

2

1

ð1� zÞ2 �
1

2
þ 2z

#
(4)

with respect to position z. In addition, using Cohen's Padé
approximant to the inverse Langevin force relation given as:32

jFsprj ¼ kBT

bK
z
3� z2

1� z2
(5)

we can perform a similar integration to determine U for exible
polymer chains such as polystyrene.

The denition of the rate of work _w done on the polymer
chain by the action of an imposed external ow is given by:33

cw ¼ vtU þ
XNb

k¼1

uðxkÞ$VUk (6)

where Uk is the net potential energy experienced by bead k. The
rate of work is the material (or convective) derivative of U, which
describes the time rate of change of the potential energy in the
Lagrangian viewpoint, analogous to the transport of
momentum in uid motion given by the Navier–Stokes equa-
tion.34 The work w performed by the ow is given by the time
integral of eqn (6), such that w ¼ Ð

_wdt. In this article, we also
show that this work denition is the valid expression for
applying the equilibrium statement of JE to polymeric materials
driven by ow (see Results and discussion).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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2.2 Algorithm

Nonequilibrium trajectories of polymer conformations in ow
were simulated by a highly efficient semi-implicit predictor–
corrector algorithm.29 We render eqn (2) and (6) dimensionless
and recast them in terms of the end-to-end vectorQk for spring k
such that:

dQk ¼
"
Peðk$QkÞ þ

XNb

j¼1

�
Dkþ1;j �Dk;j

�
$Fspr

j

#
dt

þ
ffiffiffi
2

p "
Bkþ1;kþ1$dWkþ1 þ

Xk

j¼1

�
Bkþ1;j � Bk;j

�
$dWj

#
(7)

where Qk ¼ xk+1 � xk, Pe ¼ _3zNK,sbK
2/12kBT is the bead Peclét

number which is a dimensionless measure of the applied ow
strength, _3 is the applied uid strain rate, z ¼ 6phsa is the
Stokes drag coefficient on each bead, where hs is the solvent
viscosity and a is the bead radius. In addition, kim ¼ di1dm1 �
di2dm2 is the dimensionless velocity gradient tensor for a planar
extensional ow. In this work, we consider free-draining
chains such that the dimensional form of D ¼ kBTI/z, where I
is the unit tensor. In this way, D is a constant isotropic tensor.
In a follow-up study, we have used alternative expressions for
D to account for uctuating hydrodynamic interactions,
wherein D is generally anisotropic and accounts for chain
dynamics under non-free draining conditions.27 Furthermore,
to render eqn (2) and (6) dimensionless, we used
ls ¼ bK

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NK;s=3

p
as the length scale, ts ¼ zNK,sbK

2/12kBT as the
time scale, Es ¼ kBT as the energy scale, and Fs ¼ Es/ls as the
force scale. Finally, using eqn (7) at each time step, an updated
value of Qk is computed by employing a semi-implicit
predictor–corrector method.27,28

For a single-mode dumbbell model of a polymer, the simu-
lation procedure is as follows. First, we use the additional
subscripts t or t + dt to denote quantities at the beginning and
the end of a time step dt. Based on the spring vector at time t,
Qt
1, we make a prediction for the new spring vectorQ*,t+dt

1 at time
t + dt such that:

Q*;tþdt
1 ¼ Qt

1 þ ðPe k$Qt
1 � 2F

spr;t
1 Þdtþ

ffiffiffi
2

p
ðdWt

2 � dWt
1Þ (8)

Next, we determine the correction to this prediction using a
semi-implicit method:30

Qtþdt
1 þ dtFspr;tþdt

1 ¼ Qt
1 þ

1

2
½Pe k$ðQt

1 þQ*;tþdt
1 Þ � 2Fspr;t

1 �dt

þ
ffiffiffi
2

p
ðdWt

2 � dWt
1Þ (9)

Using the appropriate spring force relation, eqn (9) can be
recast as a cubic scalar equation that allows for the determi-
nation of Qt+dt

1 .35 Based on Qt
1 and the local uid velocity, the

incremental work dw done on a polymer by the uid over a time
dt is calculated through:

dw ¼ Pe(k$Qt
1)$F

spr,t
1 dt (10)

For a transition between any two states, the total work w
done by the uid on a polymer is computed by summing up dw
through the course of a dynamic trajectory.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
2.3 Free energy landscape and elasticity

The rst experimental demonstration of the JE considered a
system dened as an RNA molecule maintained at a dened
extension by a conservative force eld.21 In that study, the
system was transitioned between states of varying molecular
extension by “pulling” on the ends of the RNA using optical
tweezers in the absence of ow. In our work, the system is
dened as a single polymer molecule driven by ow, and the
terminal states of the system are dened by the end-to-end
molecular extension of the polymer, regardless of ow. In this
way, the system is transitioned between initial and nal states
of predened molecular extension by imposing a uid ow that
induces conformational changes in the polymer molecule. Once
the molecule reaches a predened nal extension, the work
calculation along the dynamic trajectory is halted. Conceptu-
ally, halting the work calculation can be envisioned as analo-
gous to “switching off” the imposed ow and maintaining the
molecule at the nal extension by a conservative eld. This step
allows for the equilibration of the system to the new steady
state. However, this step is not necessary for a dynamic trajec-
tory, because equilibration at the nal steady-state does not
contribute to the work calculation and therefore does not affect
the work relation.20

In order to calculate free energy landscapes, polymer mole-
cules are transitioned though a series of states dened by
molecular extension li, where the subscript i ¼ [1,2] represents
the initial and nal states, respectively, by increasing the ow
strength through a series of steps. Once a polymer reaches the
desired nal state (nal molecular extension l2), then the work
calculation is terminated. Here, a dynamic trajectory is
considered as the stretching trajectory up to the rst time a
molecule reaches a target nal extension. For l-DNA in tethered
uniform ow, the ow strength is stepped through Pe ¼ 20,
whereas in planar extensional ow, the ow strength is stepped
up to Pe ¼ 16.2. Flow strengths were determined in order to
ensure that polymer chains are stretched above 70% of the
contour length. At each step, we determine the work distribu-
tion and the corresponding DF from the work relation. In this
way, the free energy and therefore the stored elastic energy of a
polymer can be determined over a range of energies up to 3
orders of magnitude. Chain elasticity is determined by differ-
entiating the free energy with respect to chain extension.
2.4 Housekeeping power

In order to determine the scaling properties of the house-
keeping power (see Results and discussion), we performed BD
simulations of polymers wherein the uid ow rate is held
constant aer a polymer molecule has reached its nal steady
state molecular stretch. In these calculations, a dynamic
trajectory is considered as the stretching trajectory beyond the
rst time a molecule reaches a target nal extension. House-
keeping power is calculated as the slope of the transient average
work done by the uid aer several Hencky strain units, where
the average work is linear function of time.33 Using this
approach, the housekeeping power was calculated for up to 5
orders of magnitude in ow strength.
Soft Matter
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2.5 Work analysis

In order to calculate the work done by the uid on polymers
from experimental single polymer stretching data, we consider
two stretching regimes of a molecule: coiled conformations
(where the molecule is modeled with a constant drag coefficient
z)8,36 and stretched conformations (where slender body theory is
applicable).37,38 The work rate is determined based on eqn (6), or
more specically eqn (10), but now with the spring force
replaced by the hydrodynamic drag exerted on themolecule. We
determined the work rate in the coiled regime by considering
the drag force and velocity on a sphere of size Rg in extensional

ow, given by cw ¼ 4
9
pz c32l2, where l is the polymer extension.

Here, we also used the relationship for ideal linear chains such

that the radius of gyration Rg ¼ hl2i1=2= ffiffiffi
6

p
is related to the

mean-squared end-to-end distance hl2i.6 In the coiled state, we
calculated z using scaling arguments and center-of-mass
diffusion coefficients from prior single molecule experiments
on long DNAmolecules.11 We determined z¼ 0.0031 pN s mm�1

at a solution viscosity hs ¼ 8.4 cP, conditions under which the
transient stretching data was obtained. In the strongly stretched
regime, the work rate based on slender body theory is given by

cw ¼ 1
6
phs c3

2l3
�

ln
�
l

d

�
, where d ¼ 2 nm is the molecular

diameter of DNA (ESI†).
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Jarzynski equality for polymeric systems

For a general microscopic system, external forces can be applied
to perform work and transition the system between states.
External forces can follow autonomous or non-autonomous
dynamics. In autonomous dynamics, all of the external forces or
agents are maintained at xed values, and the system evolves
accordingly. However, in non-autonomous dynamics, at least
one of the forces varies systematically in time. Based on these
distinctions, an equilibrium state is dened when the applied
forces are conservative and autonomous.39 Therefore, the
equilibrium statement of the JE (eqn (1)) can be applied to
systems where the initial and nal states are prescribed by
autonomous and conservative forces. In this work, the terminal
states of our system (dened by a polymer molecule at a xed
molecular extension) satisfy these conditions (see Methods).

Previous applications of the JE have focused on bead-teth-
ered macromolecular systems. In this case, systems are driven
from an initial equilibrium state (State a) to a nal equilibrium
state (State b) by applying forces that follow non-autonomous
dynamics, and work is performed on the system. Upon reaching
the nal state (State b), no additional work is done on the
system. A physical example is an RNA “pulling” experiment
performed using optical tweezers, wherein the bead-tethered
ends of an RNA hairpin are perturbed by optical forces.21 Here,
the bead is maintained in a potential energy well given by the
optical trap.

In this work, we show that the JE can be applied to polymeric
systems driven by hydrodynamic ow, provided that the initial
Soft Matter
and nal states of the polymer are dened by molecular
extension (see Methods). We note that the initial state must be a
well-dened equilibrium state. In particular, we show that
transitions between states of dened molecular extension can
be analyzed in the context of nonequilibrium work relations.
Work is performed on a polymer chain by a hydrodynamic force
(via uid motion), which changes the molecular stretch of a
polymer between an initial state (State a, initial molecular
extension l1) and a nal state (State b, nal molecular extension
l2). In one approach, transitions between states of dened
molecular extension li are made by increasing ow strength
through a series of steps in uid velocity. Upon reaching the
nal state, an external conservative eld (in the absence of ow)
could be used to allow for equilibration, though this approach is
not easily available in experiments. In a second approach that is
more amenable to experiments, a polymer can be transitioned
from an equilibrated state at l1 (zero ow) to a second non-
equilibrated state of stretch l2 by a large step in ow strength.
We demonstrate the validity of both approaches in this article.
3.2 Work relations and system control parameters

Nonequilibrium work relations and uctuation theorems have
previously been considered in the context of dissipative
forces.19,24,26 Furthermore, recent experiments have employed
high-precision measurements involving optically trapped beads
in the presence of ow to demonstrate the validity of these
theorems.25,26,40 Here, we apply nonequilibrium work relations
to dilute polymeric solutions driven by purely dissipative forces.

For dynamic processes driven by external uid ows, the JE
requires an accurate denition of work done on bodies sus-
pended in a owing uid. A large body of previous work in this
area has focused on force–extension measurements, where the
work done on a molecule is simply dened by the force exerted
to stretch the molecule over a well-dened distance.21–23

However, polymeric systems driven by hydrodynamic ow
require a denition of the work performed on a polymer
molecule by a owing uid.41 Recently, a work denition was
used to show that a Hookean dumbbell model for polymers in
extensional ow satises a uctuation theorem,42 however, the
Hookean model does not accurately capture dynamics in strong
ows and it is unclear a priori that this work expression yields
the equilibrium Jarzynski work. In this section, we show theo-
retically that this work denition is the valid expression for
applying the equilibrium statement of the JE to polymer mole-
cules driven by ow.

To obtain a work expression for a Langevin description of
polymers in ow, we rst consider a classical mechanical system
consisting of N particles in contact with a heat bath at temper-
ature b�1. Themicroscopic state of the system is specied by the
3N-dimensional position vector r and the 3N-dimensional
momentum vector p of the particles through the Hamiltonian
H(r,p). In order tomove to aLangevindescriptionof the system, it
is essential to identify a reaction coordinate x(r) through which a
potential of mean force F(x) can be expressed as:

e�bF(x) ¼ Ð
drdpd(x � x0(r))e�bH(r,p) (11)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 1 Nonequilibrium work calculations for l-DNA (contour length
L z 21 mm) in extensional flow. (a) Trajectories of fractional polymer
extension induced byWi¼ 0.63, whereinmolecules are stretched from
a fractional extension l1/Lz0.32 (State a) to l2/Lz0.38 (Stateb). Single
molecule trajectories and the ensemble average stretch are shown. (b)
Transient averagework trajectories, where hWi is the averagework for a
processwherein polymermolecules are stretched from State a to State
b, and hWhki is thehousekeepingwork required tomaintain apolymer at
an average steady stateextension at Stateb. The slopeof hWhkigives the
housekeeping powerP. (c) Histogramofwork required to stretch single
polymers fromStatea toStateb. (Inset) Steady state fractional extension
hxssi/L as a function of Wi in extensional flow.
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where d(x) is the Dirac-delta distribution. Consider the case
where the system is now guided (or perturbed) by an external
potential Va, such as in steered molecular dynamics simula-
tions.23 Here, a is the control parameter that denes the state of
the system. In this case, the potential function of the new
system U(x;a) is the sum of the potential of mean force and the
external potential, such that U(x;a) ¼ F(x) + Va(x). When
applying the JE to systems controlled by conservative forces, the

work denition is given as w ¼
ðs
0
dt ca

vUðx;aÞ
va

, where s is the

time required to reach the new state.
Systems driven by nonconservative forces (e.g., as encoun-

tered in hydrodynamic ows) are typically multidimensional in
the reaction coordinate. Therefore, we consider a Langevin
description of polymer chain dynamics in ow such that:

z cx ¼ � vUðx;aÞ
vx

þ f þ x (12)

where x is the multidimensional reaction coordinate and as
such represents the position vector of beads, z is the scalar drag
coefficient, x represents the Brownian force given by a Gaussian
white noise with intensity 2zkBT, U(x;a), is the sum of the
potential of mean force (or connector potential of the springs,
f(c)(x)) and the external potential Va(t)(x), f ¼ zu(x) is the
hydrodynamic force due to uid ow, and u is the unperturbed
uid velocity at x. We note that the external potential Va(t)(x) is
analogous to the potential exerted by an optically trapped bead
that is tethered to a polymer terminus and may be used in
equilibrating the system at a xed extension.

In order to determine the state of the system, we consider a
set of control parameters a that describe how a system can be
transitioned between states. For polymeric systems driven by
external ows, there are two distinct choices for the control
parameters. In the rst case, the control parameters are chosen
as a ¼ {l,x}, while in the second case, the control parameter can
be chosen as a ¼ {_3}. In this work, we choose the set of control
parameters a ¼ {l,x}, such that the instantaneous state of a
polymer chain is dened by the molecular extension of a poly-
mer in ow.

We now follow closely the work relation given by Hatano and
Sasa,19 which was derived for equilibrium and nonequilibrium
steady states governed by Langevin dynamics:

�
exp

	
�
ðs
0

dta
:
$
vfðx;aÞ

va


�
¼ 1 (13)

where f¼ �log rss(x;a) and rss is the probability distribution of
the steady state corresponding to a. For equilibrium steady
states, rss follows the Gibbs–Boltzmann distribution, and
therefore f ¼ �b(F � U). First, consider the case where the
system is perturbed by the direct manipulation of only l, such
as the RNA pulling experiment with optical tweezers in the
absence of ow. In this case, a¼ {l}, and eqn (13) reduces to the

equilibrium JE, as given in eqn (1), with w ¼
ðs
0
dt cl

vUðx; lÞ
vl

.

Now, consider our choice for control parameters a¼ {l,x} for
polymer chains driven by ow. For this choice of a, the transient
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
state of the system is dened by molecular extension and
position in ow. Inserting a ¼ {l,x} into eqn (13) yields:*

e
�b
Ð s

0
dt l

: vUðx;lÞ
vl

þ uðxÞ$VU
� +

¼ e�bDF (14)

where the integrand in the exponential on the le hand side is
the rate of work done by the uid on the polymer, given by _w ¼
vtU + u$VU. Interestingly, this rate of work _w is equivalent to the
Soft Matter
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rate of work dened for particles in ow by Speck et al.,33 which
was derived in an entirely different context. The rst term in the
rate of work (vtU) can be interpreted as the work done by an
external conservative eld in stretching the polymer chain. This
term is exactly zero in our approach because the transition is
driven by hydrodynamic ow. The second term in the rate of
work (u$VU) can be physically interpreted as the work done by a
parcel of uid on a polymer chain, which amounts to the
convective derivative of the potential function.

We apply this general approach to single molecule experi-
ments and simulations of polymers stretching in ow. First, we
simulate the stretching of single polymer chains between states
of dened extension by applying hydrodynamic forces. Initially,
a polymer is held at an initial molecular extension (l1). Next, a
nonequilibrium process is initiated by an external ow, which
stretches the polymer between states of molecular extension.
Once the molecule reaches the new state dened by l2, the work
calculation is halted. For experimental data, polymer chains are
transitioned between an equilibrium state at zero ow and a
nal state of constant extension by hydrodynamic ow in a
microuidic device.

It is worth mentioning that parameterizing states by
molecular extension is akin to dening states by a xed reaction
coordinate, such that l ¼ |xNb

� x1|. In this sense, the stiff-
spring approximation is satised, and the free energy differ-
ences are equal to differences in potential of mean force, which
is directly related to the free energy of the unperturbed mole-
cule. For a polymer chain, the potential of mean force corre-
sponds directly to the stored elastic energy in the chain.43

Furthermore, the elasticity is the corresponding force–exten-
sion behavior of a polymer chain and is dened as the derivative
of the free energy with respect to molecular extension.31,44

Therefore, in this way, the determination of the equilibrium
free energy landscape of the molecule allows for the determi-
nation of the stored elastic energy and corresponding chain
elasticity.

We rst determined the work required to stretch polymers
using Brownian dynamics simulations of coarse-grained poly-
mer chains (see Methods). As a proof-of-principle demonstra-
tion, we analyzed ow induced conformational changes of
polymer dumbbells modeled as double stranded DNA in a
planar extensional ow (Fig. 1). In extensional ows, the
dimensionless ow strength is given by the Weissenberg
number (Wi ¼ _3sR ¼ Pe~tR), where sR is the longest polymer
relaxation time and ~tR is the dimensionless form of sR.‡Work is
calculated for molecular stretching events, wherein a molecule
is driven from an initial molecular extension (State a, l1) to a
second molecular extension (State b, l2) by a step change in Wi,
as shown in Fig. 1a. The average transient work for this process
over an ensemble of polymers is given by the quantity hWi, as
‡ The longest polymer relaxation time sR is determined by analyzing polymer
relaxation trajectories following the cessation of ow. In particular, sR is the
time constant obtained from tting an exponential decay to the mean squared
end-to-end distance of the polymer molecule in the regime of linear elasticity.
For dsDNA, this regime is typically chosen as <30% of the contour length of the
polymer molecule.8,45

Soft Matter
shown in Fig. 1b. Work histograms are calculated by deter-
mining the work required to stretch an ensemble of individual
molecules from State a to State b, as shown in Fig. 1c. Aer a
polymer reaches State b, the average rate of work required to
maintain the average molecular extension is zero for conserva-
tive forces or a non-zero constant at xed Wi.33 For the case of a
xed ow rate, we dene this constant as the housekeeping
power P, which is the rate of work required to maintain an
average polymer extension at a xed ow rate. Housekeeping
power is given by the slope of the transient housekeeping work
P ¼ dhWhki/dt, as shown in Fig. 1b.
3.3 Free energy landscapes and chain elasticity

Using nonequilibrium work distributions, we applied the JE to
calculate the stored elastic energy for polymer chains as a
function of molecular extension, beginning with BD simula-
tions (Fig. 2). We rst determined the free energy landscape for
single DNA molecules stretched in an extensional ow (Fig. 2a)
and in tethered uniform ow (Fig. 2a, inset) using l-DNA as a
model system. In order to map the free energy landscape for l-
DNA from molecular stretching trajectories, we simulated the
response of polymer chains to series of step increases in ow
strength Wi. During transitions between successive steps of
constant molecular extension, we determined the work done by
the uid to stretch a polymer from one extension to another. In
this way, we used a method known as stratication,46 wherein
the overall free energy change DFtot for a process is determined
by summing the free energy changes for a series of sub-
processes.

Stratication effectively divides (or straties) a process with a
large free energy change into Nt sub-processes with small free
energy changes (DFsub), which is relevant because the JE relies
on an exponential Boltzmann weighted average of work values,
as given by eqn (1). Therefore, the accuracy of free energy esti-
mates given by the JE depends on adequate sampling of events
associated with small work values, which typically comprise a
small part of the work distribution. From this perspective, the
application of JE to microscopic processes associated with large
average dissipated work hwdi [ kBT generally requires larger
ensembles, where the dissipated work wd ¼ w � DF is the work
lost during an arbitrary process. Work is a path function, such
that the work obtained through a series of sub-processes is not
directly additive in the context of work relations.46,47 However,
free energy is a thermodynamic state variable, and the free
energy changes for a series of sub-processes are additive.
Therefore, the JE can be applied to each stratied sub-process,
and the total free energy change can be computed by summing

up the sub-process free energies DFtot ¼
X
i

DFsub;i. In using

this stratication technique, we note that the initial states must
be equilibrated. This condition is intrinsically satised for a
dumbbell because it is a polymer model with a single mode. For
the free energy calculation of polymer dumbbells shown in
Fig. 2a, the overall molecular stretching process was stratied
into Nt ¼ 80 sub-processes. In this example, we determined the
elastic properties of DNA, which is well described by the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 2 (a) Free energy landscape for l-DNA (Lz 21 mm) determined from nonequilibrium dynamics in extensional flow using the JE. (Inset) Free
energy landscape for l-DNA determined in tethered uniform flow using the JE. The free energy at zero extension is defined as the reference state
(F0¼ 0). (b) Polymer elasticity for l-DNA (Lz 21 mm) determined from dynamic data in extensional flow using the JE. (Inset) Polymer elasticity for
a polystyrene molecule (L z 1.2 mm) determined in extensional flow using the JE. ILC: inverse Langevin chain force–extension relation.

§ The Kuhn step size bK ¼ 132 nm applies to dsDNA stained with the intercalating
dye YOYO-1 at a dye : bp ratio of z1 : 4,11 which is commonly used in single
polymer experiments.
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wormlike chain (WLC) or Marko–Siggia force–extension rela-
tion for semiexible polymers.31 Overall, the JE performs very
well in capturing the elastic chain energy over a wide range of
molecular extensions, as determined from dynamic stretching
trajectories in far-from-equilibrium hydrodynamic ow
processes.

Nonequilibrium polymer dynamics in ow is governed by a
balance between hydrodynamic forces that tend to stretch
polymer chains, entropic restoring forces, and stochastic
(Brownian) forces. Due to thermal motion, the work required to
stretch a polymer in processes driven by hydrodynamic ow
exhibits a distribution of values. Fig. 1c shows the work distri-
bution for one sub-process in extensional ow for a change in
molecular stretch between l1/L ¼ 0.32 to l2/L ¼ 0.38, due to an
imposed ow at Wi ¼ 0.63. For this sub-process, the mean work
hwi is 134.1� 2.7kBT, the JE estimate of DF is 15.5� 0.7kBT, and
the actual DF given by the analytic WLC relation is 14.3kBT.
Remarkably, the JE is able to predict the free energy change for
this process, despite the enormous amount of dissipated work
hwdi z 120kBT associated with the stretching event. The
convergence of the JE estimate as a function of ensemble size
(for a single-mode elastic model for polymers) is shown in
ESI Fig. S1.†

The force–extension relation for a polymer can be calculated
by differentiating the free energy with respect to molecular
extension. We determined polymer elasticity from nonequilib-
rium dynamics for DNA, modeled as a semiexible biopolymer
(Fig. 2b), and polystyrene, modeled as a synthetic organic
polymer (Fig. 2b, inset). The elasticity of DNA is well described
by the WLC force relation, whereas the elasticity for exible
polymers such as polystyrene is typically modeled by the inverse
Langevin (ILC) entropic force relation.35 In particular, we used
Cohen's Padé approximation for the ILC force, which provides
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
an analytical expression for force as a function of molecular
stretch.32 The stored elastic energy for ideal polymer chains48

scales as F � NK, where NK is the total number of Kuhn steps,
which implies that a larger number of stratied sub-processes is
required to map the free energy landscape of exible polymers
compared to semiexible chains. Indeed, we found that a larger
number of sub-processes Nt was required to determine the
elasticity of polystyrene (Nt ¼ 140) compared to DNA (Nt ¼ 80),
despite the fact that the contour length L for the polystyrene
molecule was smaller than the contour length of stained l-DNA
(L z 1.2 mm with NK z 860 versus L z 21 mm with NK z 160,
respectively).12 Polystyrene is a exible polymer with a Kuhn
step size bK ¼ 1.4 nm, two orders of magnitude smaller
than the Kuhn length for intercalating dye-stained dsDNA
(bK ¼ 132 nm).3§
3.4 Analysis of single polymer experiments

We further applied this approach to single polymer dynamics
experiments (Fig. 3). In particular, we analyzed data based on
long concatemers of l-phage DNA, in particular 7-l-DNA,
stretching in microuidic devices obtained using single mole-
cule uorescence microscopy.8 We calculated the work done by
the uid on the polymer by considering the hydrodynamic drag
forces using the Zimmmodel and slender body theory5,37 – with
no adjustable parameters (see Methods). Using this approach,
we calculated the work required to stretch a polymer from the
coiled state to a predened nal extension based on single
molecule stretching trajectories in planar extensional ow. We
Soft Matter
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Fig. 3 Application of the nonequilibrium work relation to experimental data on polymer dynamics. (a) Individual (light) and ensemble average
(dark) stretching trajectories of 7-l-DNA molecules in extensional flow at Wi ¼ 0.75 obtained from prior single molecule polymer dynamics
experiments.8 (Inset) Schematic of a stretched molecule in a planar extensional flow. (b) Free energy landscape determined from applying JE to
experimental stretching trajectories. Solid line is the integrated Marko–Siggia (IMS) relation with contour length as fitting parameter. (Inset)
Average dissipated work as a function of molecular extension. Data shown are mean values � SD.

Fig. 4 Housekeeping power as a function of dimensionless flow
strength Weissenberg number Wi in shear and extensional flow for l-
DNA using a dumbbell model, where lH ¼ z/4H is the relaxation time
of the corresponding Hookean polymer chain.
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considered two different experimentally measured ow rates of
Wi¼ 0.75 shown in Fig. 3a, andWi¼ 0.98 shown in ESI Fig. S2.†
In this way, we rst determined a work distribution for given set
of individual trajectories. Next, we applied the JE to determine
the unperturbed free energy landscape of the molecule as
shown in Fig. 3b. Despite the large values of dissipated work
(Fig. 3b, inset), the elastic energy is in good agreement with that
expected from the integrated Marko–Siggia force relation given
bK ¼ 132 nm and the contour length as a tting parameter, Lz
112 mm (r2 ¼ 0.998). The commonly accepted values for the
Kuhn step size for natural dsDNA and dsDNA labeled with
YOYO-1 are 106 nm and 132 nm, respectively.3,11 Given these
values, the contour length of natural (unlabeled) and YOYO-1
labeled 7-l-DNA are approximately 112 mm and 154 mm,
respectively.8

3.5 Relating housekeeping power to viscosity and stress

Dynamic processes driven by owmay result in nonequilibrium
steady states of polymer extension,33 which are distinct from
steady states at true thermodynamic equilibrium. For steady
states at thermodynamic equilibrium, the applied power P
(known as housekeeping power49) or rate of work h _wi required to
maintain the state is zero. However, the housekeeping power is
constant and positive (P > 0) in linear ows such as shear and
extensional ow. For nonequilibrium steady states, the uid
performs work to maintain polymer extension at a constant
(average) molecular stretch, which needs to be accounted for in
constructing work distributions. Although previous work has
studied housekeeping power in the context of shear ow,33,41,43

these studies have been limited to innitely extensible Hookean
chains. Here, we investigate the relationship between the
housekeeping power and ow type for linear ows including
shear and extensional ow, and we further explore the impli-
cations of applied power on the Jarzynski formalism.
Soft Matter
We determined the housekeeping power for DNA using BD
simulations, which includes the effects of nite extensibility
using the WLC model. The housekeeping power for DNA in
shear and extensional ow appear to follow power law scalings
as a function of Wi, as shown in Fig. 4. To understand the origin
of the power law scalings in different ow regimes, we expressed
the rate of work performed by the uid on the polymer as:

P h h _wi ¼ hu(xk)$Fspr
k i � Wi f (xk,F

spr), (15)

where f (xk,F
spr) in the nal expression is a general function. The

form of f depends on ow type, the radius of gyration tensor Rij,
Wi, and is related to well known viscometric functions. For
Hookean springs with linear force–extension relations such that
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fspr ¼ HQ1, the functional form becomes f ¼ HhQ1,1Q1,2i in
shear ow, whereas f ¼ HhQ1,1

2 � Q1,2
2i in planar extensional

ow, where H ¼ 3kBT/NKbK
2 is the force constant, and the

additional subscripts 1 and 2 are the ow and gradient direc-
tions in shear ow and extensional/compressional axes in
extensional ow.

We determined f as a power law function of Wi for DNA
molecules (modeled by non-linear WLC elasticity) in ow by
performing a series of BD simulations, such that f�Win and P�
Wi1+n, where n is a scaling exponent. In shear ow, polymer
chains behave as Hookean springs for Wi < 1, which yields f �
HhQ1,1Q1,2i �Wi1.0 and a power scaling P�Wi2.0. For higher Wi
shear ows Wi > 1, nonlinear chain elasticity plays a role in the
stretching process such that f�Wi0.45, thereby yielding a power
scaling P �Wi1.45. In extensional ow, we nd that f �Wi1.4 for
Wi < 1, thereby yielding P � Wi2.4. This scaling exponent is
slightly larger than the result expected for a Hookean chain in
extensional ow because of the nonlinearity in the chain elas-
ticity. In particular, this nonlinear force–extension regime is
sampled signicantly by the chain for Wi > 0.5. For stronger
extensional ows Wi > 1, we determined f�Wi1.0 which yields a
power scaling P � Wi2.0. All of these scaling arguments are in
good agreement with the scalings obtained directly from the
applied power given by eqn (15), as shown in Fig. 4. In general,
the applied power P for a given Wi is larger for extensional ows
compared to shear ow, which is expected because extensional
ow consists of purely extensional/compressional components,
whereas shear ow has equal contributions of rotation and
extension.34

Housekeeping power P from the Jarzynski formalism is
related to bulk polymer viscometric functions. For linear ows
such that u(xk) ¼ k$xk, the applied power given by eqn (15) is
related to the strain rate (_3 in extensional ow or _g in shear ow)
multiplied by elements of the polymer contribution to the stress

tensor given by Kramers expression sp ¼ �n
X
k

hQkF
spr
k i, where

sp is the nonisotropic part of the polymer contribution to stress,
and n is the number density of polymers.43 In this way, elements
of k connect applied power to viscometric functions. For
example, in shear ow P ¼ � _gs12 ¼ _g2h( _g) where h is the shear
viscosity, and in extensional ow P ¼ �_3(s11 � s22) ¼ _32hE(_3)
where hE is the extensional viscosity.43
4 Conclusions

In this work, we apply nonequilibrium work relations to poly-
mer dynamics. We show that a nonequilibrium work expression
based on the Jarzynski–Hatano–Sasa framework is valid for
polymeric systems driven far from equilibrium by hydrody-
namic forces. Using this approach, we show that it is possible to
calculate materials properties such as polymer chain elasticity
from molecular stretching trajectories of single polymers in
external ows. We use a combination of simulations and anal-
ysis of experimental data to demonstrate that the JE successfully
captures polymer chain elasticity regardless of ow type
(extensional or uniform ow), model type or level of dis-
cretization (single mode or multi-bead-spring chains, see ESI
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
Fig. S3†), or polymer type (modeled as a semiexible biopolymer
or synthetic chain). Based on this work, nonequilibrium work
relations appear to be well-suited to play a key role in deter-
mining properties of so materials from dynamic processes
in ow.

From a broader perspective, our work provides the necessary
theoretical framework that allows for determination of funda-
mental properties such as stored elastic energy and elasticity
from the motion of single polymers in ow. In this way, the
equilibrium properties of so condensed matter systems can be
determined using dynamic information, which is a new
approach in the eld of complex uids. We also show that
important bulk rheological quantities such as viscosity are
connected to work calculations. This connection provides a
fundamental consideration for bulk dynamical quantities from
an equilibrium perspective. Moving beyond polymeric systems,
we anticipate that our framework can be extended to colloidal
suspensions, for example, in the calculation of energy differ-
ences between colloidal states wherein interactions between
colloidal particles are “tuned” in a dened way.

Beyond the application of JE to dynamic processes in ow, it
is conceptually interesting to observe that fundamental equi-
librium properties can be determined from forces that do not
appear to traditionally dene equilibrium states, for example,
those encountered in the ow and deformation of matter.
Strikingly, it appears that the nature of the force responsible for
transitions between any two equilibrium states is insignicant
in the determination of the energy difference between these
states. Previous studies on determining free energy landscapes
from nonequilibrium processes have focused on how far from
equilibrium the process is, but little attention has been given to
the fundamental nature of the process itself. However, this work
implies that the equilibrium energy difference between two
states can be determined regardless of the type of force that
drives changes in state (e.g., conservative or nonconservative),
which is a key concept in the eld.
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